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1. Introduction

Enterprises always operated within the fabrics of economy,
society and ecosystem. However, in the past decades, the
landscape of industrial production dramatically changed char-
acterized by increasing customer expectations that require shorter
delivery times, customized and personalized products and
extremely high service levels. There is a general consensus of
scholars and practitioners alike that the ruling feature of
production in this complex environment is change. One may
envisage a future with ever increasing rates of change: greater
variance in demand, business, organizational and technological
options, greater uncertainty in responses to complex socio-
ecological systems. Changes redrew the map time and again in
production engineering research from the very inception of the field.
This paper adds a new path to this map that is based on the study of
another, emergent feature that shapes the conditions of production
in a fundamental way: the increased connectedness, speed and
scope of technical, economic and social interactions.

1.1. Responsiveness in production

Manufacturing science detected early, in fact almost immedi-
ately with the first wave of the spread of information technology,

automated, man-less and lights-out factory worked well un
known conditions, but failed when unexpected situations ca
for human intervention and interpretation, insight, con
resolution and compromising [71].

Responsiveness is a generic requirement in production e
neering, a continuous quest for solutions that work in reality 

under changing conditions. Responsiveness is a repeated effor
mapping projections of the future (i.e., plans) to actual deve
ments and actions in the real world. It has a number
manifestations in all main engineering functions, from prod
design to the monitoring and control of manufacturing proce
and systems. Responsiveness is one of the cornerstones
intelligent manufacturing [70], resilient [69], adaptive [1
biological [197] and fractal manufacturing [213]. It is an essen
element of flexible [84] and reconfigurable [95] manufactu
that provided the necessary technological foundations. A
manufacturing considers changes as opportunities and stre
the technological and organizational conditions of fast reac
time [42]. In the holonic manufacturing framework PROSA wh
the role of planning is reduced, responsiveness becomes the cen
concept [200,203]. Product lines are nowadays dynamic
adapted to changing market environments [28], while resp
siveness is an underlying idea of changeability [218], and als
the SPECIES framework capturing the co-evolution of prod
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The paper discusses manufacturing enterprises’ compelling challenges that are directly stemming f

generic conflicts between competition and cooperation, local autonomy and global behavior, design

emergence, planning and reactivity, uncertainty and a plethora of information. Responses in product

service design, organization of production networks, planning and management of operations, as we

production control are surveyed. As illustrated through industrial case studies, production enginee

should integrate a rich body of interdisciplinary results together with contemporary information 

communication technologies in order to facilitate cooperation and responsiveness that are vita

competitive, sustainable manufacturing.
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that the ability to respond to changes in time is a matter of survival
[69]. During that period enterprises excelling in highly optimized
decision making and the most advanced information processing
technology of the day could also fail, just due to the lack of
responsiveness. In this short upsurge of activities, the fully
ing
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processes and production systems [187].
Responsiveness is an overall property that includes 

capacities of a system to react to external changes by appropr
transformation of behavior or even structure (adaptation), as w
as to withstand the influence of disturbances without essen
changes in the system’s behavior (robustness). It implies ongo
interaction with the execution environment and requires that
environment could be at least partially observed. Among ot

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2011.05.009
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00078506
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2011.05.009
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es, this calls for the identification of objects, as well as the
itoring of their behavior, either in the real or the virtual world.
onsiveness is also a human quality that implies an emotional,

ractive relation to people and events which may have an
ntial role when it comes to coordinating the use of common
s and resources.

Cooperation in networked production

here system components interact with each other, like in a
ork, a special opportunity appears to tackle the various
s of incertitude which can be broadly classified as
rtainty, risk, ambiguity and ignorance. This is called
eration, an interactive relationship that makes it possible
arness knowledge of other system components or to make
of their actions in the service of joint interests. The basis of

form of cooperation is reciprocity and trust between
nomous parties who can decide and act in their own right.
nomy refers to freedom of will and the ability to exercise this

: it provides the ability to generate individual goals given
e motivations, to select goals to achieve from alternatives, as

 as to decide on the adoption of others’ goals. Cooperation is
alignment of various, possibly even disparate goals in the
e of some mutual benefit. Cooperation can be developed
ng interrelated parties who have their own identity and
ernible interests (expressed in terms of goals, objectives,
ty or profit, etc.); who have the faculties for pursuing their

 interest, and who admit to the autonomy of other, related
ies. Cooperation has a number of forms in the physical and
ogical world, and is the prime basis of processes, organiza-
s and institutions of human society [12].
eturning to the narrower context of production engineering and

agement, the point of departure is that operations of any
rprise are carried out in interaction with the market or
umers, market competitors and suppliers, technology and
ice providers, as well as with authorities and agencies that all
ne the environment of business. Of particular interest here are
tionships with other autonomous partners (also called agents).
omplement the division of labor between parties like this,
dination is essential for synchronizing actions for achieving
e common, system-wide goals (hence, often the term
boration is used). In turn, coordination is rarely possible
out information exchange, i.e., communication. As noted
e, incertitude is a main driver for cooperation, the resolution
hich calls, again, for communication. Information processing

communication technologies (ICT) are not only enablers of
dination and cooperation, but they also affect the possible
s of these relationships.

Structure of the paper

n what follows, the paper first briefly discusses the trends that
e the present and future of economy and technology (Section
efines the scope of investigations (Section 3) and, by taking the
uction engineers’ perspective, identifies compelling chal-
es of networked enterprises that consist of autonomous
ties (Section 4). Next, contemporary responses to the core
lenges occurring in the main relevant fields of production
neering such as (1) innovation, product and service design, (2)

2. Current trends

2.1. Global networked economy

The global economy sets the stage for enterprises where they
compete not only individually, but also as members of various
networks. In fact, enterprises assume typically multiple roles in a
network (e.g., buyer and supplier), and may participate in a
number of networks at the same time. Taking a strategic view, one
can make a distinction between efficiency networks which focus on
some form of efficient performance, globalization networks which
aim at reaching new, emerging markets and knowledge or
innovation networks where the objective is facilitating innovation
and developing new knowledge [118].

2.2. Responsible and sustainable economy

Enterprises have to respect not only their customers’ and their
own interests but also those of other stakeholders, including the
social and natural environments. Hence, they have to take a
socially responsible and sustainable approach and be conscious of
the parsimonious use of material, energy and human resources
[85]. In fact, one has more than proper resource management at
stake here: enterprises must learn to look at ecological systems as
fundamental life-supporting services (like provision of crude oil,
purification of air and water resources, detoxication and decom-
position of waste, etc.) of human civilization. There is a call for a
new social contract for science [107] that needs to be addressed by
the scientific community of production engineering, too. Yoshi-
kawa [225] and Jovane et al. [85] analyzed already diversified
requirements for sustainable manufacturing. According to the
generally accepted notion, a sustainable world is economically
feasible, ecologically sound and socially just [76,107]. The crux of
sustainability is whether one violates the limits of what can be
referred to as the human condition. Taking this stance in the context
of production engineering, a poor design is unsustainable, just like
the operation of a factory emitting tons of carbon dioxide, or a
supply plan that sends parts and components on a world tour
before final assembly, or an inventory policy resulting in stocks of
obsolete inventory.

2.3. Value systems

Organizations—enterprises included—make increasing efforts
to define their value system and derive their actions from their
stated value. The value systems that are complex and hetero-
geneous have the following typical elements [215]:

� Core values such as integrity, honesty, respect, image, and
reputation.
� Created values that are consequences of operations, like profit,

return on investment, service level, etc. Created values embody
the reason why an enterprise exists.
� Protected values: conservation of natural resources, and work-

force well-being.

While created values were always of prime interest for
production engineering, the importance of the other types of
values has also recently been recognized [163,196]. One is
nization of production networks, (3) planning and manage-
t of operations, and (4) production control and execution
tion 5) are presented. This state-of-the-art review is followed by
rvey of relevant approaches of other disciplines (Section 6) and
hods of contemporary ICT (Section 7) that are especially
vant to the topic of the paper. Resolutions to some challenges
provided in Section 8, while Section 9 is devoted to industrial

 studies that highlight some elements of these resolutions. It is
luded that faculties of cooperation and responsiveness are

spensable for making competitive and sustainable manufac-
g a reality.
witnessing a transition towards focusing on value-adding activities
and justifying their underlying decisions, though it is still open
how to harmonize different types of values in case of conflicts, as
well as how to make core and protected values operational during
production.

2.4. Personalized production and value co-creation

The next manufacturing paradigm points in the directions of
personalized [94] and co-creative production with an increased role
of the customer in the value creation process [196]. Customers are
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involved in the production from the decisive moment of the
conception of ideas, already in the design of the product they are
going to purchase. With the pervasive connectivity of the Internet,
personalization has been increasingly adopted for consumer
products. As opposed to customization which emphasizes on
meeting explicit requirements of defined market segments,
personalization aims at effectively and efficiently satisfying
individual needs based on implicit requirements and self-identity
expression [190]. Furthermore, customers purchase products for
solving their problems and achieving their goals, rather than for
the products themselves. Hence, enterprises must offer a
combination of products and services [196], leading to industrial

product-service systems [121].

2.5. Overall connectedness and computing

Novel information and communication technologies provide
information channels for interlinking both enterprises and their
customers. These channels are the main technological enablers of
globalization [94]. At the same time, this new potential also
increases the need for fast action (and reaction) by actors in the
economy. Since ICT allows members of a network to widen their
span of interest and control, the distribution of information and
decision rights introduces some new elements of uncertainty that
can be resolved only by appropriate mechanisms of information
sharing and cooperation. ICT services will invisibly pervade into
everyday objects and environments, and will increasingly conform
both to the person of the user and the context of their use. These
situation dependent services are originating in a digital world, but
are perceived in the physical world.

3. Scope of investigations

The problems of cooperative and responsive manufacturing
enterprises can be tackled and analyzed along two main cycles of
production engineering (for a simplified view, see also Fig. 1),
which are the

� product-oriented or development cycle,
� production-oriented or demand fulfillment cycle.

The product-oriented or development cycle involves the follow-
ing functions: innovation and product design, planning of
production processes as well as the organization of production
resources (suppliers included) that are capable of delivering the
product. This cycle is essentially about objects—products that
could be artifacts or services, product lines and portfolios,
production capacities and equipment, systems as well as networks.
Main interfaces with the customer are the design and sell functions
where requirements are articulated and fulfilled, respectively.

The production-oriented cycle concerns questions of how to
produce what is needed and to deliver the right amounts at the right
time with the right quality. This demand fulfillment cycle involves
main functions starting from supply through actual production,

delivery and sales—functions all related to the behavior
production systems. Hence, this cycle is mostly about plann
(i.e., the design of behavior) and execution of demand fulfillm
activities. Due to the high complexity and uncertainty embedde
manufacturing systems, these functions are traditionally realized
several levels of aggregation, time planes and horizons [59,176]
the strategic level, long-term functions such as sales and operati
planning decide on business goals and governing policies, while
the tactical level decisions focus on achieving these goals by adva
planning and the coordination of logistics and production op
tions. Here, the essential activities are planning of sup
inventories, production and delivery on a medium-term t
horizon. Finally, on the operational level detailed scheduling
logistics and production activities are dealt with in the short-term
addition, a near-time control is responsible for executing 

schedules and reacting to unexpected events at the time
realization. The production-oriented cycle can be closed by
use. Naturally, as it will also be discussed later, the two basic cy
are strongly dependent and interlinked in a number of ways.

The above functions can be realized in a complex and embed
structure as shown in Fig. 2. This overall scheme highlights 

various customer demands have to be met in a timely man
each on its industry and business specific time plane. Customer
groups of them—even if they do not anticipate this—face with t
demands a network of enterprises. The structure of the networ
defined by autonomous production nodes and logistics links 

Each node has its own internal decision mechanism, typically
various levels of aggregation, from long-term sales and operati
planning via medium-term production planning down to prod
tion scheduling and control (B). Finally, each node has its o
execution mechanism where plans are realized on the shop fl
(C). These three main levels—network, enterprise and shop flo
define a layered decision scheme where targets are set hierar
cally, in a top-down way. On all levels, responsiveness requ
timely decisions, though the timescales are consistent with 

appropriate level. It is also essential to respond both to new
altered demands (coming usually from an upper level) and chan
and disruptions (feedback from a lower level). Disturban
coming from the environment (different on all levels) 

represented in Fig. 2 by lightning bolts.
In summary, the scope of the paper encompasses coopera

and responsive manufacturing enterprises (CoRMEs) that fo

design

plan

organize

Fig. 2. Overall structural view of cooperative and responsive manufactu

enterprises.
 by
19].
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Fig. 1. The innovation/development cycle (dashed line) as well as the demand

fulfillment (full line) cycle of production engineering.
production networks where autonomous enterprises are linked
relatively stable material, information and financial flows [2
The enterprises contribute value in a chain that results in artif
and, optionally, related services. The members that are cr
linked by ICT systems are not only able but also willing to inte
with each other, i.e., exchange information about their produ
intentions (plans), expectations (forecasts) and status. An open 

overlapping network structure is assumed, i.e., enterprises m
belong to several networks at the same time. The model of CoRM
embraces also customers or their groups. The discussions will r
to issues typical to the discrete manufacturing sector.
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hallenges for cooperative and responsive manufacturing
em

urrent trends pose some novel requirements for manufactur-
which are—as in the case of all really difficult engineering
avors—hard to reconcile with each other. These issues are

ussed by taking two typical stances: a conservative, skeptical,
e cautious one versus the utopian, optimistic standpoint.
arting from the main cycles of production engineering (see
1), these compelling requirements are discussed in the
wing domains:

ovation, product as well as service design and engineering;
ganization, network design and governance that substantially
fine the structure and the ways of interaction in productions
tworks, while communication relates the content and protocol

 information exchange between networks members;
cision making, planning and management that are to be
rformed locally at the network nodes; and finally
ecution, including production control, monitoring, perfor-
ance evaluation and feedback.

Innovation, design and engineering

ccording to a generic approach, as for managing market
rtainty and variability of required products and services,
pting the complexity of the market is not really a choice but
er a necessity [190]. The opposite opinion states that the only
 to make the future predictable is if one takes part in its
tion. This calls for co-creative decision making [196], or in
t co-creation as a new design paradigm. Accordingly, by means
ovel business models and with the technical support of
ersal connectivity, engineering design should get into the core
roduction [191]. Customers should no longer have a passive
; they should participate in the value creation process through
t is called an experience environment [13,150]. This is of
ial importance in service engineering where customers
ract with the operations [11]. However, if various stakeholders
icipate in the process of constructing products, design is not a
r-cut engineering problem that can be solved by functional
mposition anymore. There is a need for a socio-technical
ework that admits the different perspectives of stakeholders,
hasizes interaction instead of iteration, makes the conflicts
g in the course of the design process explicit and strives to
eve acceptable trade-offs via negotiation [106]. Questions such
hether to accept or shape demand lead to the deep-rooted

e of value in society: according to the traditional view, the
ket is the place for determining and exchanging value, while
esign says that value comes from interaction with the product.
he conventional strategy for facing increased demand
ability calls for product modularity and standardization. This
, enterprises create a technology landscape that is easier to
gate and, due to better predictability and economies of scale,
per to work on. But is predictability really so worthwhile?
r all, this approach makes it easier to track and copy products,

 products and practices into molds and undermines the
vation process. As an alternative, customization and persona-

ion, in which customers are offered much larger design
dom to satisfy their diverse needs with their personal

principles for arranging flows of information, handling intellectual
property rights, and taking other regulatory policies in commerce
[94]. However, no regulations can substitute for trust that should
be developed and maintained between enterprises operating with
different value systems, business practices and cultural traditions.
Today, innovations in business models and processes are at
least as important to production as product innovations were in
the past [9].

4.2. Organization, governance and communication

Sustainable manufacturing regards social–ecological systems
(SESs) as capital assets that have value in the conservation of
options. Unlike other common forms of capital (production
capacities, inventories, etc.), SESs are, however, typically poorly
understood and inadequately modeled. The importance of SESs is
often realized only after they undergo irreversible degradation,
upon their loss [36]. There is an urgent need for (financial)
incentives that reward the proper management of such assets.
However, as noted above, ecosystems provide not only resources
but also life-supporting services. Because these services of SESs
have no economic markets, their supply is scarcely monitored and
there is no real feedback of the changes—typically, deteriorations—
of the underlying systems that provide them [224]. It is also open
how these incentive mechanisms should be combined with the
traditional ones related to created values, without decline in
productivity, profitability, and competitiveness.

The organization of production networks involves the selection
of suppliers, the assignment of products to suppliers, the location
of production nodes as well as the design of the distribution
system. All these decisions set the channels for the flow of
materials, information and financial assets within the network. It is
a fundamental scientific and engineering attitude to optimize
these structures and flows, as far as possible [37]. The usual criteria
are cost, service and inventory levels, and recently, flexibility [174]
and changeability [218]. Though, in lack of any central agency (or a
powerful dominating partner) how a network can organize itself is
problematic. Considering open network structures and a multiplex
role of partners in several production networks—which is rather
the rule than the exception in industrial practice—the idea of
holistic optimization is doubtful [21]. Open, overlapping and
polycentric networks cannot be optimized because there can be no
aligned business objectives, no common agenda, and after all, no
closed solution space. These are Class II and III problems, according
to the categorization by Ueda [195]. Production networks should
be carved out from a rich fabric of relations, but who would decide
on the scope of modeling? How should one extend the range of
logistics and production management beyond the limits and
restrictions of ownership? Production networks are not designed
but come into existence; how can this process be modeled, driven
and controlled?

Acting together in a cooperative way can only be an emergent

property of the overall system. However, in an enterprise network,
emergence can just be an obstacle to the practical deployment of
decentralized solutions. Industry needs both guarantees for the
emergence of some useful properties (like high service levels) and
safeguards against unwanted behavior [130]. In fact, there exists a
wide spectrum of suggested interaction mechanisms between
enterprises, from the rigorous transactional models that work
lvement, require an elevation from the module-based config-
ion techniques [190]. However, it is open whether and how the
erlying production and logistics functions that were prepared

eet exogenous demand can operate with a comparable
iency. Complexity and spiraling costs can easily impede
omization efforts.
he process of innovation is, as Arrow expressed, ‘‘virtually by

nition, filled with uncertainty; it is a journey of exploration into
ange land’’ [6]. In a networked setting this is not a lonesome
ney. With the transition towards global networked enter-
es, governmental regulations are needed to adopt common
through legal terms and contracts up to the relational mechanisms
that rely on moral control, informal exchanges and cooperative
attitude. However, one may have opposing views on what a
mechanism is worth applying when setting up bilateral (typically,
buyer–supplier) links [105].

Any kind of communication requires not only a common
understanding of the language and protocol used, but also of the
underlying conceptual reference model. For a computerized
information exchange, a formal representation, a kind of enterprise
ontology is required [39]. In an open, decentralized setting it is far
from being evident how the partners may arrive at such a common
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basis of communication. As an alternative, the mapping and/or
merging of local ontologies must be solved [38].

4.3. Decision making: planning and management

While any network as a whole is driven by the overall objectives
to meet the customer demand at the possible minimal production
and logistics costs, the efficiency of operations and the economical
use of material, energy and production resources hinge on the local
decisions of the partners. The issue is how to achieve and maintain
the right overall behavior of the whole network if the autonomous
business partners decide locally, based on asymmetric and partially
incomplete and inconsistent information. What would drive any
partner to abandon some of its own goals in the hope of an eventual
mutual benefit?

The basic setting of networked production where decisions
are made autonomously at the nodes implies a decomposed

scheme. Naturally, so as to satisfy demand, decentralized
decision making has to be coordinated. According to the most
common scheme, this should be done in a top-down, hier-
archical way. In the course of so-called upstream planning,
starting at the downstream party (e.g., original equipment
manufacturer, OEM), local planning problems have to be solved
in a sequence where the solution of one problem sets target for
the next one. The inevitable sub-optimality of the decomposi-
tion approach calls for centralized supply chain planning
methods [103]. The centralized models are of great theoretical
relevance, but they may only be applied if the parties are
strongly tied together, e.g., they are different divisions of the
same enterprise or constitute a virtual enterprise [33]. The
potential loss from decentralized versus centralized decision
making in supply chains can be referred to as the price of
anarchy [147]. The key question of coordinated planning is
whether it is possible to decrease this price, to circumvent the
deficiencies of the decomposition method when there is no
opportunity for centralized planning. Can one improve the
overall performance of the supply chain, while maintaining
information asymmetry and local decision authority of the
partners?

In order to achieve and maintain a right system-wide behavior
of the network, information sharing and coordination in them-
selves are not sufficient: a cooperative attitude of the partners is
also needed so that they can resolve their eventually conflicting
individual interests. However, may anyone suppose, as it is the
foundation of many models, that partners are inherently bene-
volent? Or instead, should the partners be made interested in
cooperation? Is there any other way to come to cooperation except
by sharing risks and benefits? Can eventual short-term losses be
compensated on the long run? Returning to communication, may
one assume that partners in a supply chain exchange all relevant
information about their actual status and future plans truthfully,
or, just in the other way around, bias, distortion, even deception
may come into play also here? Can repeated successful encounters
provide opportunity for trust building that is the basis of most
forms of cooperation?

In planning, time is of the essence. As discussed above (see
Section 3), planning goes on over strategic, tactical and
operational levels, on corresponding time planes and horizons.
Demand and supply mismatches of which operational level

Planning concerns decisions about future courses of action 

are mostly based on expectations (e.g., demand forecast, resou
availability, and material supply). Planning is indispensable
having sufficient foresight for optimization (of service level, co
material usage, etc.), and in forming intentions that can
communicated to other related partners. In fact, efficient l
planning resulting in executable, cost-efficient and stable prod
tion plans and schedules is the key to predictable behav
Unfortunately, today’s advanced planning and scheduling (A
systems are still seen as unusable, or as unable to handle 

complexity of the underlying capacitated planning problems
alone uncertainty in demand, or in resource and mate
availability [149,176]. In planning, responsiveness involves 

ongoing matching of plans to reality. Repeated planning on rol
horizons mitigates this problem, though changes in the plan(s
any partner can easily proliferate through a network and init
re-planning at other nodes, causing a domino effect and sys
nervousness. To avoid this, robustness is a primary requirement
local planning.

4.4. Control and execution

In an unpredictable environment, there exists no fixed prob
statement for production control that needs to be addressed o
Instead, one has to handle a stream of information about 

underlying enterprise—forecasts, state information as well
communicated intentions—while the monitoring and con
system should constantly take actions to influence the syste
behavior. This activity has no predetermined ending. The acti
must keep the enterprise in a safe state and aim, at the same ti
to optimize its performance, according to some ever-chang
actualized criteria. The monitoring and control systems hav
balance immediate performance optimization against fut
stability and maneuverability.

Even when working with deterministic plans and schedules
is the typical case) in an uncertain environment, the need
change should be anticipated as early as possible. This calls for
application of predictive techniques using simulation [126]. W
the models accompanying production resources include a capa
reservation system, virtual execution may account for 

expected loads and near-future conflicts among prospective us
This may result in a proactive, model-predictive control that g
beyond stochastic methods [200].

Monitoring, evaluating and making the performance
individual partners public is an essential prerequisite of coop
tion that should be based on reputation and trust build
Performance evaluation is typically done in a hierarchical set
when a powerful, dominating partner—e.g., operating in the f
point of a production network—measures the performance o
suppliers [207]. However, who is in charge of this in a comple
decentralized system?

Tracking and tracing methods involving the automa
retrieval of the identity of objects makes possible the comp
monitoring of items that move through a value-adding ch
[216]. Auto-identification techniques facilitate the stor
retrieval and communication of accurate, timely informa
about items. This information should be fed back to decis
making and control functions. The notion of intelligent prod

encompasses the permanent linking of information and mate
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component shortages are the most common type, can closely be
associated with significant drops in performance, as far as
income, return on sales, and return on assets are concerned [75].
To avoid this, as a characteristic interpretation of responsiveness
states, decisions have to be made more and more in real-time.
However, this increased reactivity blurs the traditional hier-
archical decision scheme: a response to some glitches on the
operational level may have substantial repercussions not only on
the tactical, but also on the strategic levels of decision making.
Violating the isolation of decision time planes inevitably results
in additional complexity.
contents as well as the decision making capability of the prod
itself [119]. Coping with uncertainty and lack of information
this way is only one side of the coin; different, though equ
hard problems ensue from the plethora of information. W
preparing the foundation for informed planning decisio
enormous amounts of behavior related—i.e., dynamic—data m
be handled, synchronized, cleared, filtered, aggregated 

archived [207]. The decision complexity of planning proces
can only grow with the expansion of input data, which is in sh
conflict with the requirement of giving timely, almost inst
solutions [207].
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tate of the art: production engineering’s perspective

Innovation, product and service design

n production networks, design goes beyond the boundaries of
sical engineering design [188] and is interleaved with strategic
keting and network organization issues. Products should be
tered according to variables like demand and supply uncer-
ty, lead time or economies of scale [153,174], defining a
ching business model, as well as finding the right interface

een customer-anonymous and customized production along
demand fulfillment cycle. While the latter points are discussed
ction 5.2, below the engineering aspect of design is discussed
.

. Modularization, product line design

oo and Kumara propose a cyber-infrastructure for modular

n that not only configures products but suggests a limited set
lutions that are optimal according to given criteria. In global
ufacturing, this method can leverage a digital design
sitory of modules actualized continuously by the suppliers
], a situation typical, for example, in the low-cost computer
stry. Seliger and Zettl analyze modularity in the context of life-

e engineering, by defining its ultimate goal to increase product
ainability [169]. Hence, they take drivers for modularity not

 from the stages of design and production, but also from use
intenance) and end-of-use activities into account.
n some early attempts for co-creative decision making, both
g et al. [192] and Márkus and Váncza [113] realized the
wing: when customizing their products, manufacturers

mpt to fulfill specific requirements of the customers within
onfines of their design, planning and production environment.

 elaborated frameworks for product line design that captured
e technical features of this problem than microeconomy: in
tion to customer welfare and profit maximization considera-
s, engineering aspects also have been regarded. Driven by the
raction between customer preferences and the reallocation of
ufacturing resources, viable product families emerged from a

ety of technically feasible product alternatives. Chen et al.
ested a method for product line adaptation that is based on an
utionary approach, and developed an optimization method to

 the right compromise between conflicting marketing and
neering incentives [28].

. Co-design and co-creation

y exploiting ubiquitous connectivity, an enterprise can
lenge the traditional business models by involving customers
other human resources into the design process. The mass

boration product realization method assumes a core design
 but harnesses collective intelligence coming from outside of

core, too [55]. Here, a platform and appropriate workflow are
 presented that support forming teams, sharing information
executing design tasks in an orderly, though decentralized
.
seng et al. [189] proposed a co-design approach for companies
mmunicate with customers about current offerings and help

omers express their needs and make decisions. Wang and
g [212] capture, specifically, the customers’ preferences and
esent them by a probabilistic graphic model. The model is then

and design process models, as well as explicitly given customer
preferences, personalization goes along a partially constrained
trajectory, identifying latent customer’s preference and producing
perceived unique designs with positive user experience for each
individual.

Through what is called an experience environment [150], an
enterprise may engage its customers in a process of co-creating
value [196]. In models like this, offerings of the enterprise go
beyond the provision of physical products and involve also
sophisticated services. Furthermore, customers may also form
communities and interact in a networked environment; the
emerging community itself represents a new form of added value.

5.1.3. Services

As noted above, an important trend in production is the
integrated, in fact inseparable provision of products and services.
Meier et al. give a detailed overview of such, so-called industrial

product-service systems (IPS2) that include business models, service
design methodologies, and service delivery when actual value is
created [121]. Such ‘extended products’ are, however, highly
customized and their value is sensitive to the time of the delivery.
Service engineering whose actual methods are summarized by
Aurich et al. [11] has also to cope with a reality that was earlier
foreign to manufacturers: customers interact with their opera-
tions. This is the source of a number of types of variability like
arrival, request, capability, effort and subjective preference
variability [62]. Frei also suggests strategies for managing
customer induced uncertainty that result in acceptable trade-offs
between cost and service quality. For supporting the design and
planning of services, a computer-aided design (CAD) system is
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Fig. 3. Concurrent engineering with customer preferences [212].
rporated into a concurrent engineering scheme to handle the
rtainty and additional complexity in the interactions of design

ables. A product development team carries out the specifica-
 process in collaboration with the customers, by guiding them
plore their actual needs in an intuitive and user-friendly way

 also Fig. 3).
n contrast, the mass personalization framework suggested in
] takes customers as individuals, with implicit characteristics
 as personal taste, traits, innate needs and experience that can
ade operational in the course of interaction during the design
ess. While customization assumes fixed product architectures
presented in [66] that builds on a functional representation of
service. This tool helps managers, marketers and engineers alike to
improve existing services and design new ones. The service view
greatly widens the possible scope of design. For instance, the role of
membership service is investigated in public goods problems by
using economical analysis and simulation [138].

5.1.4. Information management, ontologies

According to Lutters et al., the process of product creation can
completely be captured in terms of the information requirements
of the design and engineering processes. Proper information
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management should be based on a formal representation of the
information content, i.e., an ontology [111]. Instead of taking a
traditional, process centered approach for managing the workflow

of various tasks (that can be assigned to different actors), design
and engineering processes can be driven by the evolution of the
information content. So as to realize services that attend the life-
cycle of machining and other equipment in production facilities,
Harms et al. proposed a semantic Web-ontology framework [67].
This is based on a core ontology which is augmented by a number
of company and domain specific (development, configuration, etc.)
sub-ontologies. Merging and leveraging knowledge of the distinct
worlds of design and manufacturing is the crux of process planning.
In this domain, Denkena et al. suggest combining standard core
ontology with a domain ontology that contains company-specific
details as for processing technologies, tools, and resources [38].

5.1.5. Innovation networks

Innovation takes place in many of the above approaches in a
networked world where some mechanism of collaboration exists
between customers and producers, suppliers and end-product
manufacturers often even on a global level [9,118]. By discarding
the actual details of the relational mechanisms, one can take a
holistic view and try to understand where collaboration is present
and missing. For such investigations, network analysis provides
applicable models and methodologies [19].

After having analyzed patent performance of large-scale inter-
firm technology collaboration networks in 11 industries, Schilling
and Phelps argue that two key structural properties, clustering and
reach, play key roles in the diffusion of knowledge. Networks that
have both high information transmission capacity (characterized
by clustering), and large quantity and diversity of information
(characterized by reach), make innovation really possible at the
nodes. These findings concur well with results on what is called
small-world networks where cohesion and connectivity make easy
the circulation and recombination of creative ideas. At the same
time, heterogeneity of knowledge distributed across clusters is the
source of diversity in the network, thus it enhances innovation
[158].

5.2. Organization, network design and governance

5.2.1. Responsive supply chains

Responsive supply chains are defined as highly flexible organiza-
tional structures that are able to respond to changing market
requirements in a cost-efficient way [65]. Members of responsive
supply chains typically form a virtual enterprise [33], with an
architecture optimized for speed, flexibility and costs, with
integrated planning, rigorous selection and performance criteria
as well as cost management. In fact, supply chain configuration has
to handle a wide variety of options because not only the nodes of a
chain have alternatives for accomplishing their function but also
the location of inventories is an open issue. When setting up a
responsive chain, one has to take into account also the availability
of alternative capacities and sourcing. The best solution may vary
whenever the mix or some features of the products change. The
involvement of multiple products in the supply chain and the so-
called commonality and differentiability issues make the challenge
more complicated [81]. Typically, different products often have
common components and associated manufacturing processes

between what they called integrality and modularity in product 

supply chain design [58]. As for the products, modularity refer
subsystems or components whose design or operation is o
loosely coupled. Typical products of modular structure 

computers or household electronics systems. On the contr
products that consist of tightly coupled subsystems are integra

to a high degree. Interfaces between the components are usu
complex, non-standard, and tailored only for a specific prod
[58]. The architecture of supply chains can be characterized
similar concepts. The members of an integral supply chain are 

closely related to each other, as far as location, organization
communication channels are concerned, while the members 

modular supply chain are more dispersed, having fewer 

weaker organizational and communication links.
One of the main outcomes of the experiments described in [

was that the 3D-CE approach resulted in modular-to-modular 

integral-to-integral architectures concerning the structure bot
products and supply chains. Naturally, the complexity level of
3D-CE is significantly higher than the ‘simple’ configuration
production networks or supply chains. However, its benefits
manifested in important parameters, such as reduced prod
development time, smoother product introduction, quicker ram
up, lower product cost, increased quality, shorter lead times, 

altogether fewer anomalies in the supply chain [17].
A fundamental question is at what stage of the prod

development process to integrate a supplier (see Fig. 4). E
supplier integration—linking product, process, and supply ch
design—is considered advantageous if the technology is uncert
In contrast, a producer can easily be locked into a partic
supplier relation this way [148,191].

5.2.3. Production networks’ structure

Abele et al. and Schönsleben presented a mapping betw
characteristic features or decision variables, such as dem
volatility, supply chain vulnerability, necessity for economie
scale, requirements of consistent process quality, proximity
customers, market specificity of products, customer tolera
time, value density (item cost per kilogram or cubic meter), as w
as the structure of production networks, from centralized
decentralized architectures [162]. Fig. 5 shows significant corr
tions between key decision variables.
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Fig. 4. Possible supplier integration points within the product development pro
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despite their distinctive functional features.

5.2.2. Three-dimensional concurrent engineering

The coordination of product design and process planning steps,
i.e., concurrent engineering (CE), can be regarded as everyday
practice. The recently started incorporation of supply chain
configuration issues in the traditional CE has been called by some
authors three-dimensional concurrent engineering (3D-CE). 3D-CE
concerns key performance indicators like cost efficiency, time-to-
market, quality and responsiveness throughout the whole life-
cycle of products [54]. Fine et al. investigated the tradeoffs
Production networks, however, are rarely constructed fr
scratch but rather evolve over time [64]. Hence, the ac
structure of a network constrains its future shape. A numbe
aspects may influence the restructuring efforts, like the maturit
the products, number of products to be potentially reloca
adequate resource capabilities for test runs, as well as ramp
efforts.

Naturally, issues which influence the complexity and 

vulnerability of the network also have to be considered, such as
variety of products produced at a location, the assignmen
products to various production facilities, responsiveness
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pected changes in the environment, exchange rates volati-
s, etc. As for an early example of the resilient supply network,
may refer to the well-known Toyota case when a strategic level
t (fire at the plant of a valve supplier) caused operational level
hes at the manufacturer, who, in turn, in collaboration with
r suppliers re-designed not only the supply channels but also
roduct itself in a couple of days [137]. Going beyond the usual

rministic models of supply network design, Tang gave a
prehensive review of supply chain risk management addressing,
ng other things, uncertain economic cycles and consumer
ands, as well as unpredictable natural and man-made
sters [180].
ulti-agent systems (MAS) offer an adequate way of modeling
uction networks [130] which can be represented by nodes and

ractions between them as edges. The dependability—or
ivability—of production networks can be investigated from
perspective of network science. To be survivable the network
t adapt to a dynamic environment, withstand failures, and be
ble and highly responsive. These characteristics depend on

 the functionality of the nodes, and the topology in which
es operate [186]. Thadakamalla et al. identified four surviva-
y characteristics related to topology:

w characteristic path length.

od clustering: when two nodes, A and B, are connected, then
w edges from A should prefer to attach to nodes connected to
and vice versa.
bustness to random and targeted failures: so-called scale-free
twork and a good balance of critical, not-so-critical, and

treated as vectors, or, from another viewpoint, various aspects of a
production network can be represented by different topologies.

5.2.4. Decision support for configuration of supply networks

Huang et al. set up a model for optimizing the configuration of
supply chains given commonality among platform products [81].
The mathematical model was solved by dynamic programming
and—in order to accelerate the computations—by genetic algo-
rithms. A mixed integer linear programming model was defined for
analyzing different relocation options by Grunow et al. [64]. A
similar approach was taken by Akkerman et al. for determining the
decoupling point of deliver-from-stock and mix-to-order produc-
tion stages in a food processing supply chain [3]. This work is an
example of how product—and especially intermediate product—
and production network structure should be designed together, a
point also emphasized by the global variant production system
design method [211].

As mentioned earlier, the agent-based approach is a natural
way of modeling production networks [130]. Five levels of agent-
based negotiation from the shop floor level up to the network level
are distinguished in [5,23]. Each enterprise in the network is
considered a software agent with multiple utilities, and a game
theoretic approach of negotiation among them is proposed in [87].
It was demonstrated that the firms should select negotiation
policies based on their management strategies.

Emergence can play a pivotal role when solving difficult
engineering synthesis problems. Ueda et al. in their early paper
demonstrated that supply networks can emerge as a result of a
design process driven by the customers’ preferences [198].
Recently, the problem of supply partner selection has been
addressed by a novel quantum-bit multi-agent evolutionary algo-

rithm [181]. Schuh et al. approached reconfigurable collaborative
networks from the aspect of their complexity and developed a
methodology for matching the structure of a collaborative
production network to the properties both of the environment
and products, with special regard to the complexity of these
elements [167].

Maropoulos et al. introduced a framework for collaborative
design and production network development [115]. The core idea
was the parallel and synchronous design and evaluation of the
product, the production process and the production network by

5. Concepts for production networks depending on characteristic features

ted from [1,162]).
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ncritical nodes.
cient rewiring: in case of changing the network structure, the

ove three components are to be considered.

ome other metrics of topology such as survivability compo-
s are described in [19,158]. As for representing the topology of
uction networks, it should be mentioned that a simple

haps weighted) graph representation seems to be not
opriate, because the edges between the enterprises can refer
ifferent content like the flow of information, material or
ey, distances, or transfer times. Consequently, the edges can be
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the synthesis and evolution of four methods: (1) resource aware
planning, (2) Digital Enterprise Technology (DET), (3) non-linear
control for logistics optimization, and (4) the concept of emergent
synthesis. Fig. 6 illustrates the three main cycles of the framework:

� Resource aware planning cycle where simulated annealing and
greedy optimization are used for exploring the huge decision
space in terms of selecting processes and generating plans for
given design configurations within the network.
� Network validation cycle for linking the (digital) aggregate plan

from the previous cycle with the (physical) resource character-
istics of the network. Here, dynamic optimization methods are
used and, by alternating the criteria of demand scenarios,
emergent synthesis’ Class III problems are treated.
� DET-enabled, human centric evaluation cycle for confirming the

status of design, the selection of processes and production sites
and deciding on the make-or-by options.

The applicability of the framework was demonstrated on the
design and manufacturing of complex sub-assemblies from the
aerospace industry [115]. This complex approach illustrates how
the interplay of different technologies can support the decision
making in supply networks’ configuration. Digital enterprise
technologies—typically simulation—play a significant role here,
similarly to other related works [31,100].

5.3. Planning and management of operations

5.3.1. Inventory control, logistics

Planning in production networks necessarily crosses the
boundaries of the individual enterprise and integrates procure-
ment (up-stream), as well as delivery and distribution (down-
stream) decisions. In both directions, issues of logistics, especially
the management of inventories, are of crucial importance
[182,219] (see Fig. 7).

Inventories, seemingly passive and non-lucrative elements of
business, can be turned into an efficient means for coordinating
networks [29]. Wiendahl et al. call the attention to the potential
interdependencies among the performance criteria of various
partners and suggest an analytical method for handling conflicting
performance indicators such as inventory level, delivery delay and
service level [220]. Their method is based also on the so-called
logistic production operating curves, suggested by Nyhuis and
Wiendahl [143].

5.3.2. Channel coordination mechanisms

Channel coordination aims at improving overall supply chain
performance by aligning the plans and conflicting criteria of
related enterprises [177]. It involves ordering, available-to-
promise and inventory planning decisions of autonomous part-
ners. Similar to the well-known prisoner’s dilemma, disparate
objectives and the decentralization of decisions may lead to
suboptimal overall system performance—a phenomenon known as

double marginalization [185]. Asymmetry of available informa
and locality of decisions together are time and again source
acute material shortages or excess inventories. Recently, Albre
has analyzed and classified a number of drivers that lead to s
optimality in decentralized planning [2]. In any case, satisfying
target set by one partner incurs some extra costs (by, e.g., too la
quantities, or too frequent deliveries required) at another o
increasing thus the system-wide costs.

According to the strong notion of coordination, a supply cha
coordinated if and only if the partners’ locally optimized decisi
are implemented and result in system-wide optimal performa
[2]. This problem can be captured in a game theoretic setting: h
to find a set of optimal supply chain actions (i.e., production 

delivery) that result in an equilibrium from which no partner
an interest to deviate? The game theoretic perspective lead
theoretical contract models [156] that coordinate a supply chan
under rigorous simplifying assumptions, e.g., typically, one-pe
models are handled [25,26,102].

5.3.3. Coordinated planning

There exists a weaker, albeit widely accepted notion
coordination: the supply chain is coordinated if the local, sel
production and delivery actions result in a better ove
performance than the decomposed solution [44,177]. This defi
tion allows for a broad spectrum of coordination mechanisms 

have though some generic features in common:

� While keeping the privacy of sensitive cost factors, the partn
share information on their intentions (i.e., plans).
� So as to arrive at a coordinated solution acceptable for all par

alternative planning scenarios are generated and mutu
evaluated.
� An incentive scheme drives the partners—against their l

interests—towards coordinated solutions. Typically, poten
benefits and risks of coordination are shared.

Based on field research in the American automotive indus
Narayanan and Raman warn that whatever supply coordina
method is applied, incentives of the partners must be alig
[135]. Albrecht presents a series of coordination mechanisms t
under multilateral information asymmetry and without 

involvement of a third party, identify coordinated solutions 

provide motivation to their implementation. The methods 

applicable to various types of master planning problems 

Channel coordination methods using negotiation protocols ite
over solutions: enterprises exchange proposals and coun
proposals until a mutually acceptable agreement is reach
Hence, this approach is commonly referred to as collabora

planning [177]. Dudek and Stadtler present a negotiation proto
where two partners exchange orders and supply plans iterativ
arriving at decreased total cost. The savings are shared so a
make the buyer interested in implementing a locally subopti
plan variant [44].

5.3.4. Risk and benefit sharing

Sharing potential risks and benefits drives cooperation. Of
main risk types supply chains have to face (for an overview,
[180]), demand uncertainty is investigated most thoroughly
acceptable order lead times are shorter than production lead tim
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high service level can only be guaranteed if production is plan
by using demand forecasts. However, forecasts are uncertain an
a real network there exists always an information gap between
partners: the suppliers are familiar with the production costs
the components, while the end-product manufacturer can fore
the finished good demand. This demand is distorted by the inte
planning processes: normally, master plans are generated wh
are further refined into production plans and schedules. In 

meantime, lot sizing decisions are made and parallel compon
demands are aggregated. As a result, the actual compon
demand forecast can hardly be related to the original finished g
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cast [207] (see Fig. 8). Furthermore, even when actual
omer demands are fairly stable, orders often exhibit an
ease in variability up the supply chain, a phenomenon known
e bullwhip effect.
hile the general consensus is that information sharing

iates anomalies in supply chains (for an overview, see [7]),
s only recently been investigated how unreliability, uncer-

ty and what is more, distortion of information affect the
ation of supply chains and networks. The contract models
ce autonomous partners to act as if they were forming a

ically integrated virtual enterprise and share the risk of
rtain demand. Such examples are the quantity discount
ract, the buyback/return contract and the application of
nue sharing agreements instead of fixed prices [96,180]. While
above models reduce the temporal dimension of the planning
lem into a single time unit (and use, consequently, the

sical newsvendor model to capture uncertain demand), other
oaches take a longer horizon and consider the uncertain and

ted life-cycle of stored products due to deterioration or
lescence [63]. The latter is especially relevant in mass
omization that faces volatile demand. Recently, a coordination
me has been proposed where, based on medium-term
casts and information about the expected lifetime of a product,
upplier provides a service to the customer by committing itself

eet all short-term demand. The price of this service
pensates the supplier for the uncertainty of the forecasts,
inspires the customer to improve the precision of forecast and
e it with the supplier truthfully [206]. This method minimizes
expected total production and logistics cost and also is
icable on a rolling horizon [208].

. Information sharing, transparency

o doubt, all the above coordination methods need—in some
s radically—novel business models and presuppose advanced
l decision making, typically planning capabilities. Hence, by
ng a more conservative approach, a number of coordination
hods have been developed based on existing planning and
agement systems [157,176]. They all have in common
nsive information sharing and communication methods. Some
ifestations are the so-called Collaborative Planning, Forecast-
and Replenishment (CPFR), as well as the Vendor Managed
ntory (VMI) [177,217]. While the former is based on joint
sion making, in VMI the customer delegates the ordering and
enishment planning to its supplier. The supplier can better
rol the actual production and logistics cost, exploit economies
ale and balance load, but, at the same time, has to face the
equences of imprecise forecasts alone.
ecently, a lot of effort has been made to establish information

sparency in supply chain control systems. For focal supply

5.3.6. Robust planning

Coordinated planning requires mastering essential conflict
situations. The proliferation and ramification of changes through
the network has to be stopped, as far as possible, locally. Hence,
results of local planning should be not only executable and cost-
efficient, but also robust in the face of changes, disturbances and
disruptions. While the requirement of robustness appears in supply
chain management on the level of topology (e.g., see [186] for a
survivable large-scale supply network), it does not manifest itself in
planning. Consequently, appropriate models and powerful solution
methods are needed that respect all the main temporal, capacity and
material availability constraints and find optimal trade-offs
between various costs and due date performance criteria, as well
as the robustness of the production plans. On this tactical level, Van
Landeghem and Vanmaele identify the primary sources of
uncertainty, which are (1) supplier lead-time, (2) stochasticdemand,
(3) stochastic costs, and (4) price fluctuations, and give a survey of
applicable robust planning methods [204].

5.4. Control and execution

The function of real-time production control and execution is to
adapt the production system to the changing environment, while
preserving efficiency with respect to cost, time and quality
requirements.

5.4.1. Information fusion in real-time control and execution

For real-time production control an indispensable requirement is
the fast collection and presentation of production monitoring data. A
factory cockpit system for connecting real-time monitoring and

planning was presented in [88]. In the solution described in [128] the
reference of real-time production control is the optimized, daily
schedule. The information about the overall factory is collected in
the Manufacturing Execution System (MES) cockpit with a database
in common with the production monitoring system and the
scheduler. The main database is synchronized in real-time according
to changes on the shop floor, and the same mechanism is also
responsible for the update process in the Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) system of the factory. The platform also notifies the
users about deviations from the production schedules together with
the option to find the cause of the deviation (e.g., raw material
unavailability, machine breakdown, lack of operator).

5.4.2. Digital enterprise technologies in control and execution

The concept of the digital enterprise [114] offers one of the
prerequisites for supporting control decisions. However, in order
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modes of simulation [126].
orks, Mourtzis et al. adopted the Web services technology
], while Váncza et al. developed and deployed a so-called
tics platform for sharing planning and scheduling related

rmation between OEMs and their suppliers [207]. Schuh et al.
orated myOpenFactory, a centralized information sharing
cy that is based on standardized, industry-neutral and open

 and process models, focusing on order processing and
itoring [166]. Dynamic reconfigurability in a flexible, poly-
ric network was in the focus of Meier et al. who specifically
essed the requirements of a federation of Small and Medium
rprises (SMEs) [120].
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to master the high dynamics in the processes and demand, real-
time feedback from the production is required [165].

Parallel to the MES cockpit described above, a simulation
module was also developed with the following main operation
modes (Fig. 9):

� Off-line validation, sensitivity analysis of the schedules against
the uncertainties prior to the execution (not represented in the
figure).
� On-line, anticipatory recognition of deviations from the planned

schedule by running the simulation in advance for short-term
actions. Support of situation recognition; proactive operation
mode, denoted as b).
� On-line analysis of the possible actions and minimization of the

losses after a disturbance already occurred; reactive operation
mode, denoted as c).

A more comprehensive approach based on the concept of grid

engineering was illustrated in [31] where the integration of
heterogeneous simulation models, from molecular dynamics simu-
lation and finite element methods up to discrete event simulation,
was aimed at.Asa response tothe above challenges a tight coupling of
the digital and the physical worlds was described in [86].

However, when working with the real-time MES data, one has
to face difficulties; the huge amount of information to be handled,
and the fact that data are often unreliable, incomplete and false. In
[90] an approach was described for extracting knowledge from
large, complex, time-dependent noisy and anomalous process logs
aiming at producing accurate and detailed routing graphs,
statistics and further anomaly explanations. This can help refine
models employed by a planning system and reveal modeling or
usage issues in production tracking in a factory.

Adaptive shop floor control has to be able to work with a data
model that combines product, process and resource related
information. Such an open, multi-granular and scalable platform
is presented in [202]. The platform that is compliant with the ISO
Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data (STEP) facilitates
a bi-directional information flow between the physical reality as
well as the management and control of a factory.

5.4.3. Approaches to reactive control

Recognition of changes and disturbances is indispensable for
improving customer responsiveness [98]. Intelligent techniques
for this purpose and for adapting the production rapidly to current
internal and external circumstances were enumerated in [123].

A real-time schedule monitoring and filtering approach based
on statistical throughput control for recognizing and evaluating
the impact of disturbances was described in [221]. The schedule
repair algorithm is activated only in case of severe disturbances in
order to decrease system nervousness. Situation detection algo-
rithms and rescheduling policies were treated in [126]. A deadlock-
free rescheduling algorithm was introduced in [50].

However, changes and disturbances may necessitate even the
modification of the process plans of the workpieces. A new

approach for the simulation-supported planning and monitorin
cutting processes was described in [38]. Fig. 10 illustrates the m
concept: (1) During detailed planning, process simulation veri
the generated process plans and sets the thresholds for mea
able, controlled process parameters. (2) Incorporated into 

process plan, these values are transferred to the proc
monitoring system and serve as basis of early warning of 

situations. (3) Experience is fed back into the process simula
and the planning to adjust the process model. As a combinatio
process planning and process control, adaptive process plann
allows for a reactive process control [38].

5.4.4. Decentralized control architectures

A dynamic, discrete state-based model for describing produc
networks consisting of autonomous work systems with l
capacity control was considered in [46]. The work systems 

represented by transfer functions with inputs like levels of exte
input and planned work-in-process (WIP), as well as work 

capacity disturbances, and outputs like orders, output rates 

WIP levels. Experimental investigations showed that WIP le
remained close to the planned value, and had variations only du
changes of external orders. With a simple proportional W
controller, lead times were kept stable even without 

information exchange between work systems. The effect of sha
order-flow information was also examined with the result 

only accurate information could hinder the propagation
turbulences to downstream work systems; communicating bia
information, in fact, deteriorated the responsiveness of 

network [47]. A conceptual framework was presented in [41]
the non-linear characterization of the performance of produc
and logistics networks in a variety of situations.

General principles of autonomy, including concepts, meth
and technologies to realize autonomous processes in assem

systems are surveyed in [159]. In this context, scheduling heuris
and autonomous control are compared in [160], and the influe
of autonomous control level on logistics performance is inve
gated in [161].

Emergent synthesis approaches to production planning 

manufacturing control in a make-to-order environment w
reported in [194]. Distributed, agent-based control architectu
offer the prospects of reduced complexity, high flexibility 

robustness against disturbances. However, it has also turned 

that distributed control architectures, usually banning all form
hierarchy, cannot approach optimum performance and the sys
behavior can be unpredictable [130]. For instance, chaotic natur

logistics systems was demonstrated in [97,145]. Dynamic in
actions of decision making among highly autonomous agents 

investigated in [45]. The modeled heterarchical manufactu
system was able to respond to real-time disturbances caused
rush orders, unexpected machine failures and variable process
times.

Holonic manufacturing systems (HMSs) consist of autonom
intelligent, flexible, distributed, co-operative agents or hol
[112,203,209]. The PROSA reference architecture for HM
identifies three types of basic holons: resource, product, 

order holons. Staff holons are also foreseen to assist the b
holons in performing their work. PROSA augmented w
coordination and control mechanisms inspired by nat
systems (i.e., food foraging behavior in ant colonies) guarant
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that process plans are properly executed under chang
conditions, while it continuously forecasts the workload
the manufacturing resources and lead times of the products. 

design empowers the product instances to drive their o
production; hence coordination can be completely decen
lized. In contrast to many decentralized setups, the MES pred
future behavior and proactively takes measures to prev
impending problems from happening [200]. Hence, one of 

most promising features of HMSs is that they represen
transition between fully hierarchical and heterarchical syste
[18].
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gent-based approaches support the realization of so-called
-and-produce production systems where various elements are
ed to a complete production system without manual config-
ion efforts [56]. The main goal of these developments is the
ization of a simply manageable agent platform that provides
elines and facilitates a fast, platform-neutral implementation
e agent technology.

. Learning in control

ynamic and open real-world environments call for adaptive
learning systems equipped with processes that allow them to
ify their behavior whenever needed [129]. In [125] centralized
decentralized learning algorithms were introduced. In order to
come the myopic nature of most agent-based solutions in
ufacturing control, a novel holonic MES system architecture

 presented in [200] which, while preserving the advantages of
rarchical approaches, predicts the near future. Learning from
past, from the real factory and from the future by means of
lation are considered for self-learning and self-optimizing

mbly systems in [93]. A reference model for decentralized self-
tive factory control and its application lessons have been
rted in [27].
tochastic dynamic production control by neuro-dynamic
ramming was proposed in [124]: the developed three-level

ning structure scaled up well regarding both the problem sizes
the workload of the production system, and could effectively
t to changes and disturbances.

. High resolution production management

he practical feasibility of most of the approaches to production
eling and control boils down to providing sufficient informa-

 about the involved processes and entities [82]. In order to
ter the high dynamics in the processes and demand, real-time
back from production is required [165]. While information

 is easier to manage within and between IT components, it may
me critical to maintain links between physical products and

ted software agents as the products are continually changing
moving without a permanent network connection being

anteed [119]. Better information flow and transparency can
 contribute to further improvement, such as real event-driven
rol [164], as well as plug-and-produce performance based on
nomous resources and intelligent products [159].
uto identification (AutoID) techniques, such as radio-frequency
tification (RFID) or barcodes as a fallback measure can offer a
ber of benefits for manufacturing and delivery processes
]. The basic elements of the sm@rt logistics approach are
trated in Fig. 11. Successful tests are reported on the
ication of an electronic Kanban system with cards equipped

 RFID tags [164]. In a similar project [109] a context data
el was developed as backbone of the Smart Factory [110].
he products themselves can become new elements of control,
this requires a continuous access to their relevant properties
updated state information [226]. This can be achieved by

equipping products with RFID transponders, making them thus
‘smart products’. This way product driven (or product-based, or
product-oriented) production control can be realized. The final
goal is to develop cognitive manufacturing systems where
products, processes and resources are endowed with cognitive
capabilities [226,227].

The main output of the European research project TraSer was a
free, open-source solution platform (in the sense of a development
kit and not a centrally maintained entity) for tracking and tracing
applications on the item level. The platform provides the back-
ground for tracking and tracing in the form of Web services, suits
the industrial needs represented, especially those of SMEs. From
several ongoing pilot applications involving the TraSer platform,
two examples for closed-circuit asset management and supply
chains were presented in detail in [127]. Most of the approaches
discussed in this subsection are related to the Internet of Things

(IoT) concepts to be highlighted later in the paper.

6. Related disciplines

6.1. Knowledge management, ontology mapping

In manufacturing organizations, working methods are increas-
ingly influenced by the information and knowledge realm that
makes up the counterpart of all manufacturing processes and
activities. Regarding the exchange of knowledge that is required to
constitute the networks of excellence that underpin both inter-
company and intra-company collaboration in projects and day-to-
day routine, the importance of adequate knowledge management is
apparent. Making knowledge transferable is not easy, especially
when the transfer of tacit knowledge is concerned [139]. Never-
theless, it is this tacit knowledge that to a large extent determines
the effectiveness and efficiency of processes in design, develop-
ment and production. The ability to share and disseminate
knowledge face-to-face, on- and offline, synchronously or asyn-
chronously directly relates to an organization’s capacity to
interpret information in the appropriate context [16]. Research
into knowledge management attempts to integrate the interpreta-
tion of information, the related context and processes.

Knowledge management research encompasses the use of
representation schemes like taxonomies, topic maps and ontol-
ogies to get a grip on the synthesis of the knowledge sources of
distinct and multiple stakeholders that are involved. All these
stakeholders have different perspectives on the information and
knowledge realm, thus rendering an inherent multiple views
problem. In this situation, taxonomies attempt to pre-structure
possible access to the information content [104], whereas
ontologies ideally allow for a posteriori determination of meaning
and (temporal) hierarchies in this information content [111]. Topic

maps aim at relating the information content to its ontologies (or
typification) [91]. Consequently, the actual denotation of the
information content is captured by means of ontologies. The main
advantage of using these ontologies is that they aid in under-
standing the structure of information, which can be used to assess,
guide or underpin different situations without having to entirely
and repeatedly re-interpret the information content. The inherent
danger of interpreting information content in terms of ontologies is
that these ontologies will imperceptibly tend to become static
descriptions that can be imposed upon other situations. This
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immediately causes multiple ontologies to emerge that will
subsequently be maintained independent of the information
content. As a result, separate research initiatives attempt to
map different ontologies into a bigger scheme of coordinating
contexts and perspectives. This mapping is also referred to as, for
example, ontology alignment, merging, articulation, fusion,
integration and morphism.

Current initiatives in the field again focus on the situation
where the existing and evolving information content itself triggers
the deduction of the temporal formal representation of its
denotation. In this, the observation that the actual available
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knowledge is for the larger part captured in unstructured
information (such as text documents, mails, reports, presentations,
and sketches) leads to the integration of ‘structuring unstructured

data’ [199] in the overall knowledge and information realm.
From a broader perspective, the upcoming challenge in the field

is no longer only to integrate the information content in
manufacturing networks, but also to additionally achieve synthesis
in the multiple perspectives that exist and different means to
capture the denotation of the entities involved.

6.2. Network science

The seminal papers by Barabási and Albert [14,15] laid the
foundation of the emerging field of network science. The
mathematical foundations of graph theory were defined by Erdőş
and Rényi [51] and resurgence of network science followed
Barabási’s and Albert’s papers. It is increasingly recognized that
network science is highly relevant also to engineering as the sheer
size of engineered systems poses unique challenges in their design
and analysis.

ICT provides rich connectivity and thus makes the world
highly interconnected. This is an opportunity and also a
challenge as the networks tend to contain millions of nodes
(e.g., members of social networks, mobile phone owners) and
heterogeneous (the nodes include devices and people). Trans-
portation networks have also increased globally, leading to
higher connectivity and richer dynamics. Sensor networks have
grown at a tremendous pace in the past decade, integrating
humans and sensor devices seamlessly. The proliferation of
mobile devices is influencing the way society is evolving as a
networked one. During the past few years product networks and
economic networks have been explored to study the evolution of
economics of different countries. The correlation among
suppliers, products, and enterprises has been studied in the
past five to six years to make the supply chain system more
robust [19]. Integrated modeling of all these systems becomes
increasingly important. Tools and techniques developed in the
past are applicable to networks of tens or hundreds or in
extreme cases thousands of nodes. The growth and complexity
of the fundamental systems described above necessitate the
development of network science principles regarding the
representation and analysis of engineered networks.

The structure of networks conveys rich information useful for
inference. The past decade has seen a proliferation of topological

metrics. Here, the important ones are discussed only. The order of
a network is the total number of nodes (also called vertices), and
its size is the total number of links (also called edges) in a
network. The degree of a node is the number of links connecting
the node to its neighbors. The degree distribution is a two
dimensional graph showing the frequency of nodes with
different degrees in the network. The network density is the
ratio between network size m and the maximum possible
number of links. One of the most important measures that has
been explored is distance: the length of the shortest path between
two nodes. The diameter of the network is the longest distance
between any pair of nodes in a network. The clustering coefficient

of a node measures how other nodes of the network tend to
cluster around it. The clustering coefficient of a network is the
arithmetic mean of the clustering coefficients of all the nodes.

6.3. Game theory

Game theory models and analyses decision making in situati
when the outcome depends on the choices of a number
autonomous partners. It is no wonder that game theory is gain
more and more momentum in understanding, designing, 

managing the operation of production networks, from dya
chains up to complex production and logistics networks (for so
reviews, see [25,133]). Models of game theory can be broa
classified as cooperative and non-cooperative. The coopera

approach assumes that players make agreements and set
coalitions. This approach provides a prediction about the poss
outcome of a game without really specifying the actions to
taken. Hence, cooperative models are applicable for design
supply networks. This design may include also agreement u
parameters of a contracting scheme that could be the result 

Nash bargaining game [5,133].
On the operational level, the action-oriented non-coopera

models are prevalent that center around determining what 

agents should do. Here the players (e.g., enterprises in a sup
chain) optimize their own utilities without considering the ef
of their decisions on the other parties’ utilities. The game is ab
finding optimal strategies for each player, however, coalition
federations are not allowed. When decisions are tempor
structured (as it is the case with planning problems), the 

called Stackelberg game is usually played where the agents dec
sequentially: the leader moves first and the follower respon
There exists a broad literature of dyadic chains where any pla
could be the Stackelberg leader [25]. If the players po
asymmetric private information, the so-called sequential pri

pal-agent model is applied [99]. Finally, repeated games can h
one study strategic, long-term customer–supplier relationship

All in all, collaborations can be modeled by taking a coopera
and next a non-cooperative approach. However, most of 

research concentrates only on one of the phases. This is somew
at odds with a holistic view that was originally expressed
Aumann: ‘‘the game is one ideal, and the cooperative and n
cooperative approaches are two shadows’’ [10]. Recently, 

analyzing strategies in a number of business scenarios (such
branding, innovation, re-positioning) the hybrid non-cooperat
cooperative construct of biform games has been proposed [20

6.4. Reverse game engineering or mechanism design

Mechanism design, also considered inverse game theory, h
specific engineering perspective. While it borrows some 

concepts of game theory, like strategies, equilibrium 

rationality, instead of being interested in the output of a gi
game, it aims at designing the rules of the game that lead
desired social outcomes when agents with private informa
act following their own utility [117,136]. Mechanism des
applies the model of non-cooperative games with players hav
incomplete information, and investigates how the priv
information influencing the other players’ utilities can 

elicited. Accordingly, mechanism design can resolve dilemm
and suboptimal performance in strategic situations by align
the objectives of the partners. The theory (whose founders w
awarded with the Nobel Prize in 2007) has already b
successfully applied in designing practical auction mechani
ted
s is
ell-

 are
s of
, it

rch.
 the
red

ting
The betweenness centrality quantifies how much a node is
between other pairs of nodes. A measure often used is the ratio
between the clustering coefficient and the average path length
called CP ratio. The proximity ratio of a network is the CP ratio
between this network and a random network. This property
captures the extent of a network’s small-worldness. The
modularity index measures the topological similarity in the local
patterns of linking [35]. The above measures are appropriate to
capture and analyze both the structural properties of large-scale
production networks and the network flow of material,
information and financial assets [19].
for electronic markets, and analyzing the behavior of automa
agents operating on the Internet [134,136]. This succes
mainly due to the fact that these environments are w

structured as far as distinct regulations and possible actions
concerned. Since this theory considers strategic interaction
self-interested agents with incomplete (private) information
offers promising applicability also in supply chain resea
Algorithmic mechanism design [136] pays special attention to
computational aspects of the protocols that are typically igno
by the standard theory, but are essential when implemen
multi-agent systems [171].
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Generic mechanisms of cooperation

volutionary game theory provides a generic framework for
ying and understanding the origin of cooperation in structured

ulations such as biological organizations, society, or social
orks [140]. So as to capture the basic dilemma, namely, that
eration is always costly because a cooperative agent has cost
n helping other(s), the well-known prisoners’ dilemma (PD)
e is applied as the nucleus of models. In an evolutionary
ng, this game is played in repeated encounters by agents
ing a population that is governed by norms and action rules.
ever, it is not assumed that the agents are rational but only

 the successful strategies spread in the population via
ritance, imitation or learning. Even though for the individual,
ction is the stable evolutionary strategy, a group, or the
ulation as a whole, would be better off if they rather
erated. There is a conflict between what is best for the

vidual and for the community. Hence, staged this way, the PD
mes the core of a public goods game and creates the social

ma.
o far, mathematical analysis, simulation studies and experi-
tation with human subjects have distinguished five basic
hanisms of cooperation that emerge under the pressure of
ral selection (Fig. 12) [140]. Kin selection operates between
tic and cultural relatives who may act in an unselfish way.

ct reciprocity involves that if an agent helps another one, then,
heir repeated encounter, it can expect that help will be
rned. Indirect reciprocity assumes return not from an indivi-
, but a community: if I help you, someone will help me. The

 of indirect reciprocity is reputation; an individual whose
fulness is appreciated will more likely get help. Building and

ntaining reputation require two basic capabilities: (1) mon-
ng ongoing interactions in the population, and (2) ensuring
lic transparency. If interaction between individuals is governed
spatial) locality, network reciprocity is at work: cooperators are
er off by participating in networks where members help each
r. Finally, according to group selection, competition exists
een (and also within) groups.

ndirect reciprocity, since it requires observation, information
essing, storage, transfer and strategic thinking, is supposed to

 an essential role both in the evolution of human cognitive
lties and the development of social patterns of communica-
, coordination and cooperation [141]. Indirect reciprocity in
lic goods games provides opportunity to invent novel
eration mechanisms for managing production: in a socio-
omic environment where commitment to core and protected
es of enterprises really matters (see Section 2), reputation will

particular interest here are models that have a systemic evolu-
tionary view of the interplay of products, processes, resources. This
view resulted directly in the concept of biological manufacturing
systems [197] and later on, led to the engineering concept of
emergent synthesis [195]. It is the basis of evolutionary design, the
co-evolution within problem and solution spaces, some recent
examples of which are evolutionary product line design [28], and
product family grouping [49]. Finally, the SPECIES framework
synthesizes the recent academic and industrial developments for
modeling and facilitating the coordinated evolution (co-evolution)
of products, processes and production systems [187]. The notion of
evolution implies responsiveness (so that fitness of entities in an
environment could be determined) and, as recent studies of
evolutionary biology suggest, beyond natural selection and
mutation, some elements of cooperation are also required to
construct higher level organizations. Furthermore, the evolution-
ary views help one study and understand the adaptive evolu-
tionary changes in which exploitation and exploration, persistence
and novelty are coupled.

6.7. Complex adaptive systems

The theory of Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) which was put
forward by Holland [77] is a new paradigm for studying the
structure and dynamics of large systems. Its underlying assump-
tion is that adaptability of systems creates, but at the same time,
also resolves complexity. A CAS is in fact a multi-agent system in
which ‘‘a major part of the environment of any given adaptive
agent consists of other adaptive agents, so that a portion of any
agent’s efforts at adaptation is spent adapting to other adaptive
agents’’ [77]. The central question is realizing an open system
consisting of autonomous agents that achieves its purpose even
under unpredictable conditions, facing a combinatorial explosion
of states, non-linear phenomena, uncertain and typically incom-
plete data and knowledge. For managing such systems, an
appropriate balance between control and emergence, simulation

and theory has to be found [175]. Surana et al. propose that various
concepts, tools and techniques from the fields of statistical physics,
non-linear dynamics and information theory should be used in the
study of CAS dedicated to supply networks [175]. A complexity
model for networks of collaborative enterprises was given by Csáji
and Monostori [34] (see Fig. 13).

6.8. Control over/of networks

Manufacturing system architectures are evolving from tradi-
tional centralized models through distributed models to the recent

r
Kin selecti on

Direct reciprocit y

Indirect reciprocit y

Network reciprocity

Group selection

ooperators Defect ors

Fig. 12. Five mechanisms for cooperation (adapted from [140]).
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nitely have a strong power for encouraging prudent public
vior [152].

Evolutionary approach, evolvable systems in production

he evolutionary approach has provided inspiration for
uction engineering for a long time. Genetic algorithms, ant
ny optimization methods, swarm intelligence and alike—
ch all borrowed some biological analogy—proved to be
icable in solving engineering optimization problems that
e inaccessible to more traditional approaches. However, of
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networked models. Networked manufacturing systems have to be
monitored and controlled with the objective of maximizing the
Quality of Service (QoS) provided by the manufacturing resources
to achieve near-zero downtime operations. Monitoring, diagnosing
and maintenance are of vital importance in achieving these goals
with the help of the advancement of sensor and sensor fusion
techniques. Networked sensing and control systems, built on
sparse and unreliable networked components, pose research
challenges such as control over networks and control of networks.
In the former, primary issues are bandwidth constraints, channel
fading and competition for network resources, while in the latter,
congestion control, network routing strategies, transmission
power management and application level performance, represent
key questions [229].

7. Enabling information and communication technologies

7.1. Pervasive, ubiquitous and autonomic computing

Future advances in ICT and especially in sensor and actuator
technologies envision a new era of pervasive, ubiquitous or context-

aware computing [57]. When ICT systems are woven into the ‘fabric
of everyday life’, everyone is capable of accessing, exchanging and
processing information quickly, efficiently, and effortlessly, with-
out regard to physical location. Pervasive communication systems
are expected to transcend the fixed, end-to-end connectivity
paradigm and facilitate the spontaneous cooperation of various
devices, even without centralized authentication or naming
services. Pervasive computing can be realized by novel architec-
tures that are based on the principles of device autonomy,
fragmented connectivity, and spatial awareness. As for running
production, pervasive computing services provide the backbone of
context-aware applications [110] in the smart factory [109].

Autonomic computing initiated by IBM in 2001 [80] was inspired
by the autonomic nervous system of the human body. It focused on
the rapidly growing, almost intractable complexity involved in the
integration and management of ICT systems. By taking the above
analogy, self-management of such systems is to be achieved by self-
services like configuration, healing, optimizing and protecting
[178]. The autonomic manufacturing execution system concept was
developed by Valckenaers et al. [201] where the fundamental goal
was the cooperation between scheduling and a MES. The
autonomic MES uses a given schedule as a guideline for selecting
from among task execution alternatives, but it generates solutions
which are independent from the externally provided schedule, and
in this way maintains the robustness and completeness of the
execution.

7.2. Service oriented computing: grid and Web services

Service-oriented computing (SOC) or service-oriented architecture

(SOA) constitutes a new computing paradigm. Services offered by
Web-based software are called Web services. These services are
described by the standardization of WSDL (Web Service Descrip-
tion Language, an XML, i.e., Extensible Markup Language based
language). Web services communicate via SOAP (Simple Object
Access Protocol) which enables information exchange across
platforms in a wide variety of domains. Web services are registered

developed independently. More advanced SOA architectures s
as grid computing [60] and the Semantic Web [74] rely partly also
these properties of Web services that are expected to pla
significant role in developing next-generation manufactu
systems [40,53,170]. The development and application of app
priate ontologies is, however, a step which has yet to be ta
[222].

By integrating grid and digital manufacturing technolog
Constantinescu and Westkämper introduced the concept of 

engineering for manufacturing [31] as a holistic approach and als
a software infrastructure framework appropriate for the ra
prototyping of factories.

7.3. Agent technologies

As previously discussed, agent technologies have gained w
spread application in all domains of production engineering 

management [130]. As for the reasons of why agents provided s
a powerful instrument, it was pointed out that this compu
paradigm offered inherently novel ways to understand, mo
specify, design and manage decentralized and open manufactu
systems. In particular, agents represent a design metaphor 

enables one to structure domain knowledge (and system des
accordingly) around components that have autonomy and c
ability to communicate. Agent technology offers a wide arra
software engineering models, techniques, formal mode
approaches and development methodologies. Finally, agent-ba
modeling is especially suitable for simulating the behavior
complex systems operating in dynamic environments [108].

7.4. Active information carriers, sensor networks

Active information carriers such as RFIDs constitute, bey
doubt, effective automatic identification technology for a la
variety of objects that relate in any way to production activitie
services [4,154]. As was made clear above, RFIDs are key eleme
towards increased transparency both within and across organ
tional borders [22,127]. The reported applications in manufac
ing include intelligent product driven supply chain [228], Sm
logistics [164], end-of-life management [146], autonom
assembly systems [159], high resolution order managem
[165], the smart factory [109], product-oriented produc
control [226], and cognitive production control [227].

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) provide a vital link betw
control and controlled systems, i.e., the physical world
production. Recently, a wide variety of inexpensive, low-po
wireless microsensors have been embedded in industrial appl
tions where middleware layers connect the sensor and 

application layers [83]. In many fields such as quality cont
indoor navigation, logistics, warehousing, remote diagnost
etc., the localization of sensor nodes is crucial. A review
localization algorithms for distributed wireless sensor netwo
in manufacturing can be found in [61], while [151] discus
maintaining the connectivity of wireless sensor networks us
decentralized topology control protocols. Naturally, wire
sensor networks can benefit from the autonomic compu
paradigm [116].

7.5. Internet of Things
et of

tive
een
me,
vity
the
ing,
tion
, to
in UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration)
registry center. Web service integration engine provides the
manufacturing industry the ability to horizontally and vertically
integrate data across a wide range of machines, plants, vendors and
enterprise domains. MES and ERP systems are able to exchange
data of distributed processes through the Internet [30]. The overall
system comprises of wide-area distributed systems which are
typically connected to the Internet or the intranet. This way, more
dynamic and flexible integration of application modules can be
achieved [53]. Thanks to the loose coupling, the application
programming interfaces (APIs) of system components can be
One of the most exciting paradigms of ICT today is the Intern

Things (IoT) [8,24]. From among a number of alterna
definitions, one clearly highlights the main difference betw
IoT and pervasive or ubiquitous computing: ‘‘from anyti
anyplace connectivity for anyone, we will now have connecti
to anything’’ [142]. The main enabling factor of IoT is 

integration of several technologies, e.g., identification and track
wired and wireless sensor and actuator networks, next genera
of the Internet, and distributed intelligence for smart objects
name only the most important ones [8].
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s a kind of integration of the information and communication
nologies discussed in this section, IoT has unforeseeable
ication opportunities in manufacturing and will significantly
ge its present way of functioning. The SmartFactoryKL

ative which aims at demonstrating and testing novel factory
nologies is on the way towards the factory of things [230]. As
he smart product, the closed-loop product life-cycle manage-
t (PLM) becomes reality in the era of IoT [92].

8. Towards resolutions of challenges

After having discussed the most compelling challenges for
networked manufacturing (Section 4), the paper surveyed the state
of the art by taking both a problem and a method oriented view.
Now, when it is time to give an overall vision that highlights some
promising ideas and research directions, one has to recall that the
main requirements were inherently conflicting. Consequently, a
safe—sometimes even narrow—path should be found in between
two extremes (just like mariners of the antiquity and Ulysses
specifically had to find a passage through the rock of Scylla and the
maelstrom of Charybdis [79]). These moderated alternatives point
towards some essential elements of cooperative and responsive
enterprises. Table 1 briefly summarizes the main aspects of the
investigations. After characterizing typical solution proposals at
two extreme poles, based on conclusions of the state-of-the-art
review, it points towards appropriate resolutions. Fig. 14 gives a
different overview of findings, clustered according to the four
relevant domains of production engineering, and classified as
strategic, tactical or operational level resolutions. In what follows
some important paths towards cooperative and responsive
manufacturing enterprises (CoRMEs) are discussed that cut across
a number of domains of production engineering and management.

8.1. Towards sustainability based on reputation

As discussed above, sustainable manufacturing exposes a

 1
enges and resolutions pointing towards cooperative responsive manufacturing enterprises.

ects Characteristics Resolutions

ign, innovation

and complexity Exogenous, complex demand Full customer involvement Co-creation

iability Standardized, modularized offer Customized, personalized

production

Product clustering and localization

ovation management Over- and/or conflicting

regulation

Developing and maintaining trust Innovative business models

anization, governance, communication

vers Preference to created values Preference to core and

protected

values

Competitive and sustainable

raction mechanism Transactional Relational, informal Versatile

work organization Central, optimal Eventual, open and multiplex Autonomic, self-organization*

bal behavior Controllable Emergent Emergent with guaranteed properties

rmation sharing Truthful, symmetric Asymmetric Incentive to share information truthfully

wledge sharing Common ontology based Local ontology based Mapped/merged ontologies

ision making, planning and management

itude Autonomous, rational Cooperative Incentive for cooperation

avior Opportunistic Benevolent Risk sharing, benefit balancing, trust

building

rdination Upstream, hierarchical Centralized Coordinated planning

eliness Hierarchical, fixed time planes Reactive in real-time Reactive on appropriate time plane

al planning Foresight, optimization Reactivity Responsiveness, robustness

formance evaluation Forced compliance Opportunism, free riding Measurable, (partially) public

trol, execution, monitoring and feedback

trol structure Hierarchical Heterarchical Holonic, autonomic

sing Fixed sensors Auto identification Wireless sensor networks

rmation gathering Hierarchy level oriented Plethora of information Aggregation, appropriate time planes,

data mining

nsparency of information Limited Complete High resolution

dback dynamics Lazy and delayed feedback No isolation of decision levels,

increased complexity

Multi-level multi-loop feedback

ulation Off-line, reactive Proactive Tight coupling of the digital and real world
Fig. 14. Resolutions pointing towards CoRMEs.
number of social dilemmas [193,196]. These issues can be tackled
by the mechanism of indirect reciprocity which is based on
reputation. For instance, environmental (carbon) footprint, if
public, can provide a drive for an improved ecosystem manage-
ment. In the narrower context of production engineering, Haus-
child et al. elaborated a methodology that assesses the
environmental impact of production through the entire life-cycle
of products [72]. Recently, this method has been transferred to the
social domain for assessing social impacts [73]. Kara et al.
suggested a model to measure the energy embodied in artifacts
as they are produced by global manufacturing supply chains [89].
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Schönsleben called for the development of a supplier code of
conduct as well as ‘green and lean’ logistics—both of which require
measures that are easy to take and communicate [163]. The
Cooperative Effort on Process Emissions in Manufacturing
(CO2PE!) initiative [32] analyses the environmental footprint for
a wide range of manufacturing processes with respect to their
direct and indirect emissions, which is the first step towards the
eco-labeling of machine tools and production systems.

8.2. Cooperation based on trust and reputation

In the context of CoRMEs, the generic mechanisms of
cooperation are relevant in a number of ways. First, on global
markets, traditional, long-lasting relationships are more and more
frequently replaced by one-short interactions. Transactions that
are typical in e-business [179] or even co-design [191] are
inherently based on indirect reciprocity that can be built on
reputation only. Fortunately, the same ICT technologies which
provide a vehicle for such interactions through universal
connectivity and omnipresent computation (see Section 7) can
also be applied to performance monitoring and information
sharing that are prerequisites both for building and keeping track
the reputation of individual partners. The possibilities of establish-
ing federations, coalitions, but also of manipulating and exploiting
them in some opportunistic way are unlimited. Appropriate forms
of lateral collaboration between suppliers, such as supplier parks
organized with cooperative clusters [173] can be formed by
leveraging network reciprocity and group selection.

8.3. The service aspect

As it was shown, service permeates manufacturing in a number of
ways. Taking a more generic stance, one can regard service as the
application of competences by someone to the benefit of another one
[205]. Service essentially implies cooperation; its basic question is
‘How can I help you?’ Service provides a novel view for understanding
and interpreting economic phenomena behind all production, by
implying that value is created collaboratively, during an interaction of
mutual exchange [193,196]. In the broadest context, ecosystems can
be modeled as service providers for a number of human activities
including manufacturing [144]. When managing supply chains under
volatile market conditions, supply can be considered a service that
provides not only goods with guaranteed service level but also
flexibility to another partner. Pricing this service depends not only on
the goods produced and delivery performance, but also on the
reliability of forecast demand communicated [208]. Collaboration
using novel ICT also opens avenues for e-maintenance, a new kind of
maintenance service of manufacturing systems [132].

Finally, service makes sense from the very concept of products.
Recall that in fact the flow of products is what physically connects the
enterprises. Recent advances in information technology make it
possible to equip products throughout their whole life-cycle with
digital assistants. Given this opportunity, products could get a central
role and handle their own interests and requirements which are met
by services of manufacturing resources [119,203]. Most importantly,
intelligent products mirror the way in which enterprises cooperate
physically. They coordinate along their manufacturing trajectory
regardless whether there is a formal organization that governs the
enterprises involved. Managing the real-time cooperation among

available technology, agents can sense the physical world v
huge variety of sensors and control it via a multitude of actuat
They can cope with highly dynamic environments and chang
resources, and will also be able to evolve towards a more imp
and proactive interaction with humans [130]. However, in 

background a more generic issue is rarely touched upon: co
agents in principle extend the limits of computation 

computability? For quite a long time, the question if interac
could provide a more powerful paradigm for computation than
traditional algorithmic models has been posed [214]. Ag
technology provides an excellent basis for realizing mix
initiative problem solving that supports an ongoing, dyna
interleaving of contributions from human users and computatio
agents. This is a collaborative activity aimed at converging to so
solution where goals and commitments may come from eit
party. This way of problem solving relies heavily on interaction
fact, it is close to how engineers—even in possession of defic
knowledge—get to the bottom of problems [68]. However, 

interpretation raises novel issues regarding the role of engine
their way of thinking and problem solving as well as respo
bilities.

9. Industrial case studies

The industrial case studies discussed in this section illust
the implementation of some of the essential elements of CoRM
These solutions are in line with those summarized in Table 1, 

the case studies demonstrate that the paths between the extrem
of the table can be found. They also underline that the think
towards CoRMEs is not limited only to traditional disc
manufacturing.

9.1. 3DWorknet: machining service network

In the current manufacturing industry, the entire process ch
from engineering to expedition is quite inefficient. The proc
chain contains many different departments that generally co
municate with each other through conventional ‘paper’ means 

meetings. Another drawback is that several islands of optimiza
are created, which over the entire process chain results in a lo
efficiency. 3DWorknet (currently under development at 

University of Twente) aims at shortening the logistics tasks p
to fabrication, through a high degree of digitalization, integrat
automation and standardization [183,184]. Additionally, it focu
on fabrication in standardized production plants—also ca
‘McMill’ for milling environments and ‘McRapid’ for ra
manufacturing application—connected to the 3DWorknet n
work. To vouch for the quality of the system, processes 

products, a quality management system (QMS, conform EN9100
being developed in close conjunction with the workflow mana
ment system. The approach is based on achieving adequ
Fig. 15. 3DWorknet workflow in comparison to the conventional one.
enterprises through intelligent products may benefit from the fact
that the corresponding flow of products exists in a coherent and
consistent reality. However, taking this radical turn, one is confronted
with the issues of what would keep the services together, how to
account for the multiplication of decisions, as well as how to make
strategic decisions and perform tactical level advance planning at all.

8.4. Interactive computing

One cannot doubt that the concept and technology of agents
take an eminent role in realizing CoRMEs. By the application of
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gration between product quality, process quality, effective and
ient workflow management, as well as transparent and
ctured order processing.
he system will function around an Internet portal (Fig. 15).
ess plans and quotations are generated (semi-) automatically

 the technical product data provided. After customer assent,
prices, transportation costs and delivery times determine the
ce of the standardized production plants (McMill or McRapid).

architecture connects all the different applications of
orknet to one information management kernel. Any applica-

 based on this architecture focuses on its main tasks within the
ork of co-operating production plants. Within the architec-

 of 3DWorknet, seven application areas are discerned. Each of
 governs part of the logistics and organizational processing in

Internet portal and in the 3DWorknet fabrication network
. 16).
he most important achievement of the system is that the
lity Management System and the Workflow Management have

 fully integrated in the activities of the company. Together,
 prove their applicability by showing high flexibility in the
essing of hundreds of orders per day, over different production
tions, realizing coordinated and robust planning, information
ing, decision making as well as risk and benefit sharing. As an

ple, the McRapids are available via the Shapeways portal
] where customers have either the opportunity to order

ting 3D models from a library, or upload their own models to be
ted.

Customize-to-order production in dynamic supply loops

emand in the automotive industry is characterized by low and
uating quantities for a growing variety of customized
ucts. As a response, the European project AC/DC defined a
n to provide a vehicle production and supply system capable

elivering customized vehicles within five days [52,122,172].
 vision required a radical reduction of the supply network lead

 and also the definite increase of responsiveness and planning
bility in the overall automotive production network. Hence,
C developed an approach called customize-to-order (CtO)

ch combines the advantages of the traditional build-to-order

components: their smaller physical variety, more precise forecasts
and risk pooling potential [174]. The Dynamic Supply Loops (DSL)
planning method coordinates local planning decisions and
provides means for turning the cooperative attitude of partners
into a competitive advantage [52]. The core concept is a flexible
readjustment of the supply network structure and decisions based
on collaborative planning processes in closed, one-stage feedback
loops between tiern and tiern+1 both on the strategic and the
tactical planning levels. On the operational level where respon-
siveness to disturbances is of primary importance, DSL controls
event handling processes.

On the tactical level, the DSL changes the practice of upstream
planning by involving the supplier into the decision making: mid-
term demand and supply plan scenarios are exchanged, as shown
in Fig. 17. Principles for benefit balancing have been developed to
provide partners an incentive to act in a cooperative way. Hence,
the tiern+1 supplier offers price discounts for its preferred plans
[48]. This can be interpreted as a combination of the menu of
contracts and the price discrimination approaches of the classical
microeconomic theory [117]. DSL is a viable compromise for more
optimized inter-company planning: it offers a platform for other
partners’ options, while keeping communication and decision
complexity at bay through a relatively simple information
exchange and decision protocol confined to immediate partners
in a chain. DSL is open to embed standard planning techniques
available in ERP systems and novel incentive schemes alike.
According to simulation results on a multi-echelon model, DSL
outperforms traditional upstream planning and facilitates channel
coordination [48]. Although it has been developed to support
collaboration in an automotive supply chain, DSL has no special
assumptions that would hinder its transfer to other industrial
sectors.

The vision of AC/DC became especially relevant at the time of
the financial downturn of late 2008 that had serious impacts on the
automotive industry. At that time, dramatically decreased market
demand caused heavy fluctuations in sales and increased cost and
service level pressure both on OEMs and suppliers. According to
earlier practice, component supply as well as production systems
and supply chains were optimized for operation at maximum

Fig. 16. 3DWorknet architecture.

Forecast
Partner B

Forecast
Partner A

Cost est
imates

Demands

Final plan

Demands

Partner A: tiern Partner B: tie rn+1

Forecasting

Generation of
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Decision on
plan

Plannin g proce ss
begins at
Partner B

Generation of
plan scenario s

Cost estimatio n
for pla n scenario s

Fig. 17. Tactical planning protocol of the Dynamic Supply Loops [52].
) and build-to-forecast (BtF) methods. While in the case of BtO,
production of parts or components is triggered and ‘pulled’ by
rs, in CtO customer-anonymous components are prefabricated
rding to forecasts and then customized either by software and/
y parameterization at a late stage of production. Accordingly,
of the main research tracks of the project was to design and
lop automotive components whose variety can be realized
way (e.g., smart actuators, modular sensors or an active rear
) [52].
he other main research track was aimed at developing new
ly planning methods that can exploit the characteristics of CtO
utilization rate without explicitly supporting flexibility. Lack of
flexibility and reactivity, as well as restricted communication and
collaboration between the partners led to severe planning
inconsistencies, such as material shortages that propagated along
the chains and ramified to production line shutdowns, too.
However, the fast transition of the project’s result into the practice
made the supply network as a whole more flexible, less vulnerable
and more efficient. By the end of the project, at a reduction of
inventory levels down to 50%, lead time of products was shortened
by up to 85%, while keeping a �25% daily capacity flexibility of
production resources.
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9.3. Mass production of customized consumer goods

The particular background to this study was a national
academia-industry research and development project aimed at
improving the performance of a network that produces customized

mass products [128,206]. The network was woven around a focal
manufacturer by suppliers of components and packaging materi-
als. The manufacturer—one of the largest of its kind in the world—
produced on the average several million units per week from a mix
of thousands of low-tech electronics products. Some of the
products were sold by retailers under their own labels and this
made the market situation extremely uncertain and complex.
Against all these uncertainties, exploiting economies of scale of
mass production technology was a must. The main goal of the
project was to plan and control the behavior of this network on
different aggregation levels and time horizons, but on each horizon
in a responsive manner. Since the focal manufacturer gave the
heartbeat to the network, special emphasis was put on scheduling
and controlling its operations. The key to coordinated planning
was to master essential conflict situations time and again, in a
robust and reliable way.

The solution to the above network coordination problem was
based on three kinds of developments:

� Processes and establishment of a media for sharing information
about the actual and expected situations, demand and supply, as
well as of the future intentions (i.e., plans) of autonomous
network partners [207].
� Efficient local scheduling, even with rich, large-scale problem

instances [43]. This is a key also to predictable behavior.
� Monitoring the execution of schedules in a real-time manner,

anticipating future disturbances and critical situation on the
shop floor via simulations and adapting schedules to changing
conditions, with minimal ramification of changes [126].

The operation of the factory is determined by production
scheduling that takes all the known temporal, resource, material
availability and technological constraints into account. Real-time
production monitoring and control ensure the execution of the
schedule, while component supply guarantees the availability of
necessary materials and components. All the above system
elements have been installed and deployed at the focal manu-
facturer. A coordination platform realized as a Web application
supports the exchange and mapping of demand and supply related
information both on the tactical and operational levels of planning
[207]. Finally, so as to make partners interested in cooperation and
truthful information exchange, an incentive scheme was devel-
oped that facilitates the sharing of risks and benefits when acting
together in supply planning [208]. The crux of the coordination
problems exposed here involve decentralized decision making
with asymmetric information, hence they call for the use of the
theory of mechanism design.

9.4. High-mix low-volume production systems

With the growing attention to produce to requirements that
become more and more diverse, the need for cooperative and
responsive enterprises has risen substantially in recent years. One
of such phenomena is the increasing use of high-mix, low-volume

may appear to be complex, the procurement and assembly l
times are relatively short. Thus, the requirements for coopera
and responsiveness are essential for the business succ
decisions regarding when to deploy which raw material (R
for which FG in order to maximize revenue have been confron
the management for years.

In the project, stock keeping units (SKUs) of RM are conside
as the collaborating agents that strive to maximize their contri
tion to the revenue of the company. With component comm
ality, a particular RM item can be employed in different variant
FG and generate different amount of revenues. The criticality o
RM item for each FG is represented by its internal marg
revenue. The internal marginal revenue for an RM item inclu
bill of material (BOM) information, a number of cost and pr
factors, and risks associated with it. The major risk factors 

supply risk (procurement lead time, supplier quality) and dem
risk (demand, usage, commonality, obsolescence).

The coordination of RM can then be performed in a game the

setting (Fig. 18). The set of players are the common compone
The strategies for each player are employment in either one of
FGs given the employment of other players. The payoffs for e
player are determined by their criticality depending on the shar
FG revenue minus the lost revenue opportunities of unemplo
unique components.

Given a stream of customer orders (COs) for different FGs,
players decide whether to get employed in the FG of the current
or not. In this model, it is assumed that each CO is of one unit
The decision to respond immediately, postpone the respo
(backorder) or deny the response (lost sale) is based on 

immediate cost and profit of employment and the poten
additional cost for backorder/loss of sale. In order to satisfy a
some common component RMs will lose the flexibility to se
other future orders. This can be included in the payoff function
estimating the distribution of product variants in the future
stream and balancing it with the replenishment characteristic
the RM items.

Finished Goods
A

Common Component
1

Finished Goods
B

Common Component
2

Employ
material in
FG A

Employ
material in

FG B

(payo ff_A1 ,
payo ff_A2 )(

Employment
in FG A

Employment
in FG B

Employment
in FG A

Employment
in FG B

(0,0)

(0,0) (payo ff_B1,
payo ff_B2)(

CC1

CC2

Fig. 18. Game theory setting for raw material allocation.
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(HMLV) production systems. Here, an industrial case is reported to
illustrate the scenario where the CoRMEs fit into this type of
complex decision making. Specifically, it deals with the issue of
allocating inventory at different stages of production to different
locations. The products have a large variety but high degree of
component commonality. The finished goods (FG) are sold in
different countries world-wide, though with mark up and margins
that differ widely. Careful consideration is necessary in order to
avoid committing common components too early, and losing the
flexibility to potential future orders which may have higher
revenue opportunities. Although the global supply chain network
9.5. Coordination for construction of high-rise customized residen

housing

Residential housing reflects the living styles, preferen
status, and economics of people who live there. Naturally, it 

fertile ground for customization. In particular, with relative p
advancement in productivity improvement in construction ind
try, there has been substantial interest in enhancing collabora
and responsiveness in an industry known to be fragmented w
multiple levels of contracting.
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ustomers’ needs are wide-spread and difficult to ascertain.
omized housing enables end customers to give input to the
irements at different stages of production. While customer
rs can be placed any time, the specifications from different
omers can be equally difficult to predict. Once an order is
ed, the variety of different construction materials need to be
red. Though, deliveries may have different lead times, and, like
anufacturing resource planning, the time required for the

icular job could also be difficult to ascertain. Moreover, the
essing time for a single job varies as attributes of the
ification differ. The traditional critical path based planning
hod failed to capture the temporal dynamics and resulted in a
uent change of schedule on the construction site. Hence, albeit
eptually attractive, customized housing has not been widely
ted.
iven the distributed nature and complexity of the problem,
considering the requirements for close collaboration and

onsiveness, a mediated agent coordination framework has been
osed to utilize information technology so as to bridge the
dination gaps in housing construction. The coordination
ework considers every labor or resource consumption as

ices. It is composed of the following types of agents (Fig. 19):

rvice Request Agent (SRA): Sends requests to mediator agents
th specification on the requirements of the job.
rvice Provider Agent (SPA): Represents workers with different
ill levels and preference on job.
ediator Agent (MA): Responsible for dispatching jobs to agents
cording to different criteria (location, contractors).
formation Repository (IR): Database that stores coordination
lated information of agents, including current status of SPAs,
tributes of SRA and SPA.

he idea of introducing a MA is from ubiquitous computing
re distributed device and dynamic service requests are
dinated to satisfy customers’ needs based on location
rmation. It is the IR that stores and updates useful coordination
rmation for MA. To start a new coordination process the
iator gets a request from SRA (i.e., website for customers). It
ies IR for capable SPAs and broadcasts service requests
ciated with costs. MA starts to bind the requested service to
iders after it receives utility specifications, which is unknown

ther agents, from the SPAs. MA optimizes the utility for all the
ested services. If no reply is received from SPA, the mediator

 broadcast to other mediators to dispatch the service. It is

of the physical resources as well as information. The nodes in the
network of production systems are factories performing heat
treatment of metallic materials. Fig. 20 (lower part) shows the
temperature profile and processing steps of the case hardening
process.

The HMES facilitates resource sharing on the level of the entire
network and provides access to and usage of all relevant
information throughout this network. From the HMES perspective,
this network presents itself as a production system with at least
two levels of organization: the network level and the factory level.
Inside factories, multiple levels (areas, departments, workstations)
typically exist. In principle, the HMES based on PROSA [203] is a
fractal design mirroring the organization of the underlying
production system(s).

The PROSA architecture turned out to be highly suited for this
challenge. The product holons provide the facility to check for
compatible trajectories whereas the order holons use a delegate
MAS [78] to discover batching opportunities within the short-term
forecasts or, alternatively, to trigger the build-up of such batches.
Moreover, an accurate model of a multi-chamber oven was
developed. This development demonstrated how the HMES was
able to cope with complex part flows through production
equipment. The experience revealed that the implementation
efforts mostly consist of creating executable models of the
equipment and processes [210].

The HMES equally scales in the other direction to the network
level. In a network of factories, the transport operations with
trucks, the storage at different sites, and the production processes
offered by factories are all indistinguishable from similar opera-
tions on lower levels within single factories. The HMES is a fractal
design, which repeats itself on the various levels of the underlying
(networked) production system. The mechanisms that cope with
the presence of departments within a factory also cope with

Service Request Agent
(Designer)

Mediator Agen t Mediato r Agent

Service Provider Agent
(Plumber)

ormation
pository

ormation
pository Broadcast

Dispatch

Sharing

Fig. 19. Mediated agent coordination framework.
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cted that the mediator is able to respond to the dynamics of
system by keeping track of the SPAs, while processing

rmation from other conflicting parties.

Networked manufacturing control

he EU project MABE and follow-up research applied holonic

 technology (HMES) to a networked production system [200].
E focused on a virtual enterprise consisting of nine SME-sized
panies where the number of companies is likely to vary and

 over time. The main objective was the optimized utilization
factories in a network of factories. In fact, the higher levels in the
network are easy because products and parts are storable and
transportable in between processing steps.

Most importantly, the presence of both resource and order
holons is crucial. Alternative approaches which, for instance, only
comprise intelligent resources intrinsically struggle to deliver such
adaptability and scalability [172]. The HMES design resembles the
organization in which premium-paying customers have a ‘butler’
who manages their ‘production orders’ on their behalf. In contrast,
current production systems—aimed at mass-customization—only
cope with situations for which the ‘script’ was known at their
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design time. When a new product model is introduced, the
production lines need upgrading and the human workers receive
training.

Importantly, in the latter case, the adaptation needs to be
orchestrated. The HMES avoids the above scaling issues. As
production networks lack a single command and control center,
the research on a networked HMES addressed challenges
originating from semi-open organizations. First of all, the HMES
supports non-disclosure by creating holons to act on behalf of
other ones, while exchanging information on a need-to-know
basis. Research on trust in semi-open organizations resulted in a
decision support framework based on track records of the holons
(resources, orders) in their interactions [155].

10. Concluding remarks

Manufacturing cannot be considered in isolation any longer:
enterprises have to operate in dense interaction networks both
with their kin and their socio-ecological environment. At the same
time, enterprises have to continuously consider the split between
reality and their reflection on what is going on in the world. In
other words, enterprises have to rely on a model of their reality,
while simultaneously and unremittingly adjusting that model
itself. As the paper discussed, the key challenges are heavy, because
they are directly stemming from generic conflicts between
competition and cooperation, local autonomy and global behavior,
design and emergence, planning and reactivity, as well as
uncertainty and abundance of information. Based on the survey
of various solution proposals, one can conclude that balanced
resolutions invariably point towards cooperation and/or respon-
siveness. It was emphasized—and also illustrated through a series
of industrial case studies—that production engineering research
has to integrate results of related disciplines as well as a broad
range of contemporary information and communication technol-
ogies. Conjointly, this enables the adequate facilitation of
cooperation and responsiveness that are vital in competitive
and sustainable manufacturing.
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